EBACE 2019 – “WHERE MEMORABLE MOMENTS ARE MADE”

EXECUTIVE CHARTER
Since the beginning of the year, Global Jet is proud to announce three new additions to the Charter Fleet including an exceptional Legacy 650 with a base at the Nice Cote D’Azur airport, the aircraft is designed to welcome 13 passengers with optimum comfort. The private jet is divided into three large zones; offering guests a maximum level of luxury and relaxation. Furthermore, they have added a Citation CJ2 to their Charter fleet; aircraft featuring an excellent take-off and landing capability. Finally, they have a really nice enhancement of the Charter Fleet; there is currently their Falcon 2000S that is being refitted in order to enable even more comfort for their guests.

SALES & ACQUISITIONS
The least we can say is that aircraft sales have been extremely successful for the company in the past few months. In terms of sales, just to mention a few, two Gulfstream 550, a Global 5000, a Global 6000, a Global Express, a Falcon 7X and a Falcon 2000LX have been recently sold thanks to the company’s expertise and thanks to the proactive and dedicated sales team. Following this positive and ascending phase, Global Jet has managed to achieve several new sale mandates including the most recent one – a Phenom 300. An exceptional 2011 EASA compliant aircraft with only 2736 hours and with engines enrolled on JSSI. This private jet is able to accommodate 7 passengers in the utmost luxury; an aircraft that is definitely worth seeing!

AIRCRAFT MANAGEMENT
Global Jet can witness a stable growth of a dozen Aircraft Management mandates; they can clearly state the activity has been prosperous so far. Their aircraft under management include very new aircraft types such as the Falcon 8X, the Legacy 650 and the Boeing 787. With a fleet comprising over 30 aircraft type (for a total of 70+ aircraft) and extensive knowledge for each one, they guarantee to their clients the top-level of safety, experienced crews on board and the most cost
efficient operation. Global Jet is proud to announce that there are one of the largest Gulfstream 650 operator in the aviation industry.

**COMPLETION TURN KEY PROJECTS**

Global Jet has proudly been selected to supervise the outfitting of two VVIP Boeing 787. Once again, the company confirms its leading position in the niche market of wide body completion management projects. Their primary advantage lies in a deep comprehensive knowledge of the business aviation industry and understanding the high expectations of their clients. This is where they intervene and manage the entire project from selecting the aircraft, choosing the design agency adapted to their customer’s needs, from deciding on the adequate materials, selecting the completion center while supervising the entire project to delivery with meticulous attention to details. Exteriors and interiors are treated like jewels to be polished to personalized perfection.

**OFFICES**

In 2017 Global Jet opened its offices in Madrid Barajas airport, having as only operator an official office at the FBO and started by managing a Global Express for Charter. Already active in the market in 2015, Global Jet Spain achieved several milestones in a short period of time. In 2018, Global Jet Spain has successfully sold three Spanish registered aircraft abroad; A Gulfstream G150, a G200 and a G550. This evolution does not stop here, they achieved thanks to bilateral agreements to approval to operate Spanish registered aircraft under the current Global Jet AOC. This led them to add to their Global Fleet three additional private jets such as a Falcon 7X, a Citation CJ3 and a Challenger 604. Furthermore, Global Jet Spain has successfully sold the Global Express in cooperation with a large US Aircraft Broker and managed to achieve an exclusive mandate to a sell a Spanish G550. The Spanish office has undergone a rapid growth since 2017.

Additionally, the Global Jet office in Paris is pursuing its growth not only by increasing its Fleet but also by moving into a new modern facility at the airport “Le Bourget” allowing them a direct and tailored contact with their clients. Located in the Signature Terminal 3, they enjoy a greater flexibility and responsiveness to meet all wishes of a demanding clientele.
Finally, the Group has successfully opened in 2018 a new Charter Flight department in Monaco in order to meet the demands of its booming activity on the Côte d’Azur. They wished to implement their services locally, offering their clients the privileged Global Jet experience and by supervising their entire trip, guaranteeing all-round services from departure to arrival. It was about time to develop a Charter department in Monaco since several of their jets are now based in airports on the French Riviera such as a Global 5000, a Falcon 900, a Legacy 650 and a Citation CJ2. Besides, Global Jet Monaco also offers different solutions and brokering services with partner companies in order to adapt to all financial requirements. All service is tailor made to ensure the satisfaction of each client’s expectations and needs.

Nothing is left to chance. Global Jet’s growth does not stop here, 2019 is filled with new and interesting projects that will be shared during the upcoming year. Stay tuned for more…
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Global Jet is a worldwide dynamic company in the private aviation industry. With almost 20 years of sound and ever-growing experience, and thanks to our expertise and our strong network of reliable partners, Global Jet holds a leading position in the market. Our primary advantage lies in our comprehensive knowledge of the business aviation industry. Since 2000, we have provided first-class services in the following areas: Aircraft sales & acquisitions, aircraft management, executive charters and aircraft designs & completion. Our company manages over 70 business jets internationally, owned by high-net-worth individuals and corporations. We are specialized in wide-body and long-range operations, with the highest level of safety and comfort in the industry. Global Jet is the largest operator of privately owned Airbus and Boeing business jets, with a fleet ranging from the prestigious VVIP Airbus A340-300ER throughout the product line of the following leading manufacturers: Airbus, Boeing, Bombardier, Dassault, Gulfstream, Cessna, Embraer and Beechcraft. Today, Global Jet has a global presence in the following destinations: Geneva, Luxembourg, Monaco, Moscow, London, Paris, Madrid, Vienna, Isle of Man, Beijing and Hong Kong.